
 Lost Abbey Angel’s Share 2015
San Marcos, California

Barrel Aged Barleywine  12.5% 375ml $22
An incredibly smooth and sweet beer with a long lasting finish. 

The Bourbon barrel aging of the beer results in a full bodied and 
luscious texture layered between fruit and malts

Port Brewing Co. Bourbon Barrel-Aged Santa’s Little Helper
San Marcos, California

Bourbon Barrel-Aged Imperial Stout 12%  375ml  $22
Bourbon barrel-aged version of Santa’s Little Helper, this 

Imperial Stout begins the journey with flavors of sweet Bourbon 
and oak, continues with hints of nutty dark chocolate and malt 
and finishes with a smoky coffee finish. A perfect beer to leave 

for the Jolly Old Fat Man instead of milk and cookies

Russian River Brewing Company Damnation 
Santa Rosa, California

Belgian Strong Pale Ale 7.75%  375ml $15
Damnation is the brewmaster’s interpretation of a Belgian style 
Strong Golden Ale. It has extraordinary aromas of banana and 
pear with mouth filling flavors of sweet malt and earthy hops. 

The lingering finish is dry and slightly bitter but very, very 
smooth

Allagash Brewing Company Curieux
Portland, Maine

Abbey Tripel 11%  750ML $30
Aged in Jim Beam barrels for eight weeks then blended with a 

portion of fresh Triple. Soft with coconut and vanilla notes and a 
hint of bourbon

Allagash Brewing Company Midnight Brett
Portland, Maine

Sour/Wild Ale  7.3%  375ml  $22
Midnight Brett is chocolate brown in color, brewed with 2-Row, 
Midnight wheat, raw wheat and rye malt. It was hopped with a 

blend of Perle, Glacier and Simcoe hops. The beer was 
fermented with our house strain of Brettanomyces in stainless 

tanks. The finished beer has the aroma and flavor of fresh 
berries, sour cherries and a slight roasted character. The finish 

is pleasantly tart and fruity making this beer very drinkable

Allagash Brewing Company Confluence
Portland, Maine

Dry Hopped Golden Ale  7.5%  750ml  $25
Allagash Confluence Ale is created with a mixed fermentation; 
utilizing their house primary Belgian style yeast in combination 

with their proprietary Brettanomyces strain. The two yeast 
strains work in tandem creating a marriage between spice and 

fruit flavors that ultimately leave a lingering silky mouth feel. 
Confluence is brewed with a blend of both imported pilsner and 

domestic pale malts as well as a portion of caramel malt, 
resulting in a complex malty profile. Tettnang and East Kent 
Golding hops are added in the brew process to balance the 
intricate malty profile while adding a sweet and spicy citrus 
aroma. After fermentation, Confluence undergoes a lengthy 

aging process in stainless steel tanks to enhance the flavors. 
Prior to bottling, it is dry hopped with a Glacier hops, providing a 

pleasant balance of aromas

Great Divide Brewing Company Peach Grand Cru
Denver, Colorado

Belgian Strong Ale  12%  750ml  $30
Peach Grand Cru is Great Divide’s newest limited offering.  

Brewed with Colorado fruit picked right at the peak of ripeness, 
this Belgian-style ale marries two of GDBC’s home state’s well-
known offerings: great beer and fresh Palisade peaches.  Both 

sophisticated and balanced

Prairie Artisan Ales Prairie Ale
Tulsa, Oklahoma

Belgian Style Saison  8.2%  16.9oz  $16
Prairie Ale is their classic saison. They brew this beer with 
pilsner malt, wheat malt, flaked wheat, and cane sugar. A 

healthy dose of saaz hops are used to add a spicy element to 
the beer. Prairie Ale is fermented with a mix of ale yeast, wine 

yeast, and brettanomyces. Notes of black pepper and pineapple 
can be found in this beer

Evolution Craft Brewing Co. Nouveau Rouge
Salisbury, Maryland

Sour Ale  6.3%  750ml  $30
Almost two years in the making, our sour red ale is an ongoing 
project that pays tribute to the sour ales of Flanders. No. 1 is 
Tart and earthy with notes of vanilla and tannin from our oak 

aging process, this complex ale is layered with unique character

Cascade Brewing Barrel House Blueberry 2014 Project
Portland, Oregon

Northwest Style Sour  8.19%  750ml  $34
This NW style sour ale blends wheat & blond ales that were oak 
aged in barrels for 8 months, then additionally aged 3 months 
on fresh blueberries. With an extraordinarily warm growing 

season in 2014, this year’s Blueberry project features beautifully 
ripened fruit with highly concentrated flavor and intense 

blueberry aromatics

Cascade Brewing Barrel House Cranberry 2014 Project
Portland, Oregon

Northwest Style Sour  8.2%  750ml  $34
This NW style sour wheat ale was barrel aged for up to 12 
months with cranberries, orange peel and cinnamon. Soft 

aromas of cranberries and light floral notes start this beer off. 
Tart, dry notes of sweet cranberries with hints of wild 

strawberries on the palate give way to a pronounced dryness 
and a lingering finish of cranberries and spice

Green Flash Brewing Co. Silva Stout
San Diego, California

Barrel Aged Stout  10.1%  750ml  $25
Our Double Stout ages in oak bourbon barrels, and artfully 

emerges as Silva Stout. This midnight black ale features elegant 
notes of oak, vanilla, dark chocolate, coffee, roasted barley and 

ripe cherry. Round and delicately balanced in body

Oxbow / Birrificio del Ducato Saison dell’Aragosta
Newcastle, Maine

Gose Style Saison  4.5%  500ml  $25
This tart funky, and delicately briny farmhouse ale was crafted to 

reflect the terrior of the beautiful surroundings in which it was 
created. Brewed in collaboration with Italy’s Birrificio del Ducato, 
this seaside saison delivers a unique taste of the Maine coast 

by utilizing fresh, live Maine lobsters and the finest local sea salt 
in the brewing process. (CONTAINS LOBSTER)

Deschutes Brewery Black Butte XXVII
Bend, Oregon 

Barrel Aged Imperial Porter  11.6%  22oz  $25
27th Anniversary Imperial Porter was brewed with Theo 

Chocolate’s cocoa nibs, pomegranate molasses and select 
spices, blended with apricot puree, and then aged in bourbon 
barrels. The result is a truly exquisite ale with bold chocolate 
character, inspired flavors of fruit, and just a pinch of spice

Almanac Beer Co. Saison de Brettaville
San Jose, California

White Wine Barrel Aged Saison  7.2%  375ml  $15
They love Brettanomyces! This wild yeast, also known as 

“Brett,” brings out a wide range of flavors and aromas in beer, 
from exotic fruits to earthy funk. They added a dozen different 

Brett strains to their dry-hopped Saison Dolores, then aged it in 
white wine barrels for several months. The result is an intricate 
farmhouse ale with the kind of nuance and depth that only Brett 
can create. Serve alongside soft funky cheeses or as a tangy 

counterpoint to rich charcuterie

Almanac Beer Co. Wakatu Sour
San Jose, California

Hoppy Sour Ale  7.0%  375ml  $15
Wakatu is a New Zealand-born hop prized for its floral and 

citrusy aromatics. This relative of classic Hallertau hops is light 
on bitterness and often used in clean, German-style lagers.  
This hop finds a perfect mate in our sour blonde base beer, 

combining with the tropical fruit and funk to create a tart ale with 
hints of lemon, pineapple, and tangerine, a dry white wine-like 

finish, and the subtle taste of key lime pie

Corked and Caged

https://www.theochocolate.com/


Almanac Beer Co. Farmer’s Reserve Citrus
San Jose, California

Sour Blonde Ale  7.0%  375ml  $15
Citrus and beer have made a great pair ever since the first 
lemon wedge was added to a frosty wheat beer. Here they 
expand on that tradition, melding a sour blond ale with the 
intensely aromatic zest of Buddha’s Hand citrons and the 

bracing tartness of Yuzu and Blood Oranges from Hamada 
Farms

Almanac Beer Co. Farmer’s Reserve Blueberry 
San Jose, California

Sour Blonde Ale  7.0%  375ml  $15
The very best hand-picked blueberries grown in the hills of Butte 
County, California, are added to a sour golden ale aged in wine 
barrels. The resulting beer is infused with a delicate blueberry 

essence, a reminder of long summer days

Brouwerij 3 Fonteinen Oude Kriek
Beersel, Belgium

Fruit Lambic  5%  375ml  $20
Oude Kriek 3 Fonteinen is produced by ripening of cherries 

(both the flesh and the seeds) in young Lambic. This process 
takes between 6 to 8 months. After bottling the beer matures for 

at least 4 months in a warm room where the spontaneous 
fermentation in the bottle is done.  The head of Oude Kriek is 

very sensitive to the concentration of the cherry seeds 
containing oil and may differ from one year to the other.

On old Cherry 3 Fonteinen, no flavorings, sweeteners, or dyes 
added which makes this beer very natural and is especially 

thirst quenching

Captain Lawrence Brewing Rosso e Morrone
Elmsford, New York 

American Sour Ale  10%  375ml  $18
Red wine grapes mixed with a sour brown ale to create this truly 

unique sensory experience. Aged in oak barrels with 
Brettanomyces to help marry flavors and impart a distinct sour 
character found nowhere else.  Rich, vinous, tart and tangy are 

the flavors in this classic American Sour Ale

The Bruery Or Xata
Placentia, California

Spiced Blonde Ale  7.2%  750ml  $18
Horchata is a traditional, sweet, milky drink originating in Spain 
and Latin America that has become quite popular in Southern 
California, particularly with Mexican cuisine. Their take on the 
traditionally non-alcoholic drink is a blonde ale brewed with a 
heavy dosing of rice, cinnamon and fresh vanilla beans along 

with lactose for a litle extra creamy character. If you didn’t know 
better, you’d think it was carbonated horchata. The flavor is hard 

to describe, but for those who know it, you know you love it

The Bruery Autumn Maple
Placentia, California

Spiced Ale  10%  750ml  $18
Brewed with 17 lbs. of yams per barrel (in other words, a lot of 

yams!), this autumn seasonal is a different take on the 
“pumpkin” beer style. Cinnamon, nutmeg, allspice, vanilla, 

molasses, maple syrup, and fermentation with their traditional 
Belgian yeast strain, make this bold and spicy beer

Bruery Terreux Tart of Darkness
Placentia, California

 Sour Stout  7.2%  750ml  $22
Tart of Darkness is a low-ish abv stout (a far cry from their Black 

Tuesday) that they aged in used oak barrels that previously 
housed beers such as Sucré or Black Tuesday. They then 

added their special blend of souring bacterias and wild yeasts. 
The result is a perfectly tart yet awesomely dark and roasty sour 
stout. Not a style you will see very often, and in our opinion, not 
a style seen often enough. This unique stout has notes of tart 

plums, roasted coffee, vanilla and oak

Boulevard Brewing Co. Long Strange Tripel
Kansas City, Missouri

Belgian Tripel  9.2%  750ml  $14
A golden-amber colored, full bodied beer with an intense fruity 
aroma of bananas, a prominent sweet malt flavor containing a 

hint of toffee, and a low to medium citrusy hop flavor and 
bitterness

 Boulevard Brewing Co. Bourbon Barrel Quad (BBQ)
Kansas City, Missouri

Barrel Aged Quadrupel  11.8%  750ml  $18
Based loosely on the Smokestack Series’ The Sixth Glass, this 

abbey-style quadrupel is separated into a number of oak 
bourbon barrels where it ages for varying lengths of time, some 

for up to three years. Cherries are added to make up for the 
“angel’s share” of beer lost during barrel aging. Selected barrels 
are then blended for optimum flavor. The resulting beer retains 
only very subtle cherry characteristics, with toffee and vanilla 

notes coming to the fore

Boulevard Brewing Co. Love Child No. 6
Kansas City, Missouri

Barrel Aged Wild Ale  9.2%  750ml  $25
Pouring a golden/bronze color, Love Child No. 6 opens with 
aromas of lemon, tart cherry and underripe strawberry with a 
touch of oak. Lactobacillus provides a crisp, refreshing acidity 

with fruit and oak notes presenting in the flavor of the beer. 
Ending fermentation quite dry at 1.6 Plato, Love Child No. 6 

tapers to a subtle oaky finish that begs for another sip

Fifty Fifty Brewing Co. Eclipse (2015)
Truckee, California

Barrel Aged Imperial Stout  11.9%  22oz  $32
To become Eclipse, Totality is then aged for a minimum of 180 
days in oak bourbon barrels. This time spent adds a plethora of 
flavors to the already rich Imperial Stout. At first taste there is a 
large presence of dark chocolate, espresso and warmth from 
the alcohol of the beer. Oak barrel character then comes into 

play with hints of vanilla and coconut, followed by mild 
bitterness from the hops, and then a nice long lingering finish 

with hints of tobacco, dark dried fruit and more chocolate. 
Eclipse is a wonderful companion with dessert. A beer meant for 

contemplation best enjoyed in a snifter and with a friend
( Ivory & Lime Green variants available )

Two Roads / Evil Twin Brewing  Two Evil Geyser Gose
Stratford, Connecticut 

Gose  5.5%  16oz Can  4pk $20
Two Roads and Evil Twin sourced local ingredients during a trip 
to Iceland for this collaboration including: Icelandic moss, rye, 
herbs, sea kelp, skyr (Icelandic yogurt) and birch-smoked sea 
salt to create a Two + Evil twist on a gose beer; a sour wheat-
style ale with a hint of smoke, light lemon color, dry finish and 

thirst quenching appeal

Brouwerij Huyghe Delirium Tremens
Melle, Belgium 

Belgian Strong Ale  8.5%  16.9oz Can  $12  4pk $28
Launched on December 26th 1989 @ 9% abv. Abv reduced 
from 9% to 8.5% in 2003.  The particular character and the 

unique taste of "Delirium Tremens" result from the use of three 
different kinds of yeast. Its very original packing, which 

resembles cologne ceramics, and the colourful label contribute 
to its success.  In 1997, Stuart A. Kallen nominated Delirium 
Tremens as "best beer in the world". A gold medal during the 
"world beer championships" in Chicago (1998) confirmed that 

worldwide recognition

Petrus Sour Power Sampler 6pk
Bavikhove, Belgium

Sour Ale Sampler  $38
Petrus Aged Pale is 100 percent "mother beer" aged in oak 

foeders. Also used to add sour flavor to other blends. 
The gold standard for sour beers. 5 out of 5 on the 

Sour Scale. ABV 7.3%
Petrus 50/50 is created by using 50 percent Aged Pale and 50 

percent Aged Red. The Brewmaster's favorite blend. 4 
out of 5 on the Sour Scale. ABV 7.9%


Petrus Oud Bruin offers 33 percent Aged Pale and 67 percent 
young brown beer. Oud Bruin is a typical Flemish red-

brown ale. 3 out of 5 on the Sour Scale. ABV 5.5%

Petrus Aged Red is 85 percent Dubbel Bruin base with 15 

percent Petrus Aged Pale added to give it a sour 
essence. Fresh cherries are added to complete the 

sweet and sour balance. 2 out of 5 on the Sour Scale. 
ABV 8.5%


Each six-pack includes: 3 Aged Pale, 
and one each Aged Red, 50/50 and Oud Bruin

http://www.cuesa.org/seller/hamada-farms
http://www.pascalkolkman.com/delirium/indexeng.html

